News Release – UK

IRESS adds Protection module to XPLAN Mortgage
IRESS, the leading supplier of technology for wealth management, financial markets and the mortgage
industry, has augmented its XPLAN Mortgage solution with a new Protection Sourcing module, providing
seamless integration with IRESS’ award winning Exchange for protection sourcing and further streamlining
the end to end mortgage sales journey for advisers and consumers.
The new Protection module provides protection sourcing via IRESS’ The Exchange and will enable single
fact find data capture, multiple product sourcing and total cost summary along with one-click creation and
storage of KFD and provider documents. This latest functionality is fully integrated with the existing XPLAN
Mortgage Sourcing module, allowing intermediaries to efficiently research, recommend and apply for a fully
protected mortgage on behalf of their clients.
The release of the Protection Sourcing module follows the launch of XPLAN Mortgage in July 2015 as part of
IRESS’ multi-million pound investment programme in its UK mortgage product offering across advice,
research and application processing. XPLAN Mortgage is an online, multi-device solution for intermediaries,
providing an integrated workflow across Advice, Mortgage Sourcing, and Protection Sourcing. The modular
design of the solution allows intermediaries the flexibility to select the tools which best fit their individual
requirements, or benefit from the efficiency gains of a single unified solution.
Additional functionality has also been added to the Mortgage Sourcing module, providing intermediaries with
the facility to compare second charge options when undertaking remortgage searches without having to key
in information separately. This provides a fast, efficient and documentable way of looking at all available
options when helping clients raise additional money against their property.
Andrew Simon, Executive General Product Manager at IRESS, commented: “We continue to develop
XPLAN Mortgage to make it easier for intermediaries to research, recommend and apply for mortgages. The
Protection Sourcing module will help intermediaries to efficiently meet the protection needs of their clients as
part of a fully integrated end to end process. As the solution is available online, multi-device and crossplatform, advisers are able to immediately access and update information both in the office and on the
move.”
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About IRESS
IRESS is a leading supplier of technology for financial markets, wealth management and the mortgage industry in the
United Kingdom, Australia, Asia, New Zealand, Canada, and South Africa.
All product streams support a diverse range of roles and offer front, middle and back-office functionality for clients
that range from financial service institutions through to independent operators.
IRESS is a progressive, service-based organisation that employs over 1400 staff globally, with local knowledge
and industry experience.
IRESS strives for excellence in relationships with clients and industry bodies alike. IRESS is client-driven, responsive
and promotes a culture that supports working with customers and the industry to face challenges and keep pace with
industry developments.
www.iress.com
@iressUK
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